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Tierra Whack’s 2018 album Whack World was only 15 
minutes long, but packed so many brilliant ideas, genre 
experiments, and memorable hooks into its short run time 
that it felt anything but brief. After a breakout year of inven-
tive singles and creative, internet-breaking videos, Tierra 
Whack brings her psychedelic brainscape to the stage for 
her Chicago headine debut. In the premiere of her grand-
scale Whack Factory, take a peek into Whack’s mind in all 
its colorful, bizarre glory.

Tuesday, November 26
Conocord Music Hall

This edition is co-edited by Nick Alder and Janaya Greene 
of Party Noire, taking inspiration from the originality of 
Tierra Whack to celebrate members of their community 
creating their own unique and divergent paths.
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by Janaya Greene and Nick Alder

It’s a Whack World. How many of us have been called weird, or 
strange, at some point in this thing called life? You were simply be-
ing yourself and then slashed with the w-word by someone who 
was incapable of understanding the vastness of your greatness. 
What if they knew you weren’t “weird”, but dancing to the beat of 
your own drum instead? 

This inventiveness is just what Tierra Whack brings to hip hop. In 
her debut album, the Philly-native released 15 one-of-a-kind tracks, 
featuring a range of personalities, flows, and stories, creating her 
own Whack World in just 15 minutes. This expression of Tierra’s mind 
serves as an inspiration and a reminder to bring out a little bit of the 
whackiness in all of us. 

Since 2015, Party Noire has been making space for the creative-
ness and wild imaginations of black womyn, femmes and queer folks 
along the gender spectrum. In the past four years, our community 
has grown to include so many innovators in this city. From our art di-
rector Karlie Thornton’s co-founding of FroSkate, an all-women and 
people of color centered skate crew, to Sal So Groovy, wardrobe 
stylist and creator of The Look Authority, to the wildly originative 
Shani Crowe, to our founder and dance/house music inspired DJ 
Rae Chardonnay to the fresh visual artist Morgan Durrah — these 
pages are full of women making their own waves.

If we could write a novel with the talents of all of the folks in our 
community, we would. But for now, enjoy this taste of work from a 
few innovators in the Party Noire community and beyond who bring 
their fullest selves into the world every day, making everything a 
little Whackier—and this city better—every day.
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LA LA LAND LOOKBOOK
by Sal Yvat of The Look Authority

Photography/MUA  
 Falyn Huang 
 @falynhuang
Fashion Direction  
 Sal Yvat
 @salsogroovy 
Model 
 Ashara Renfoe 
 @asharaa_

Props  
 Don Whisler 
 @boydonavin 
Photo Assist 
 Isis Jenkins 
 @I.jenk
Produced by  
 The Look Authority 

Look 1 
 Ashara wears garments  
 provided by  
 @bighairbigcloset  
 @pennygrabvintage 
Look 2  
 Ashara wears garments  
 provided by 
 @zara  
 @pennygrabvintage  
 @girlgoodiesmix 



These looks, produced by style director and The Look Au-
thority founder Marissa Sallie aka Sal Yvat (@salsogroovy), 
are inspired by the inimitable aesthetic of Tierra Whack. 
Sal drew inspiration for these looks from the Philly rapper’s 
kooky dress-sense and highly stylized short film Whack 
World. The striking color palette is rich with primary colors 
and bold patterns. The whimsical world that the model (@
asharaa) inhabits incorporates an assortment of textures 
and simple geometric shapes. Sallie emphasized the need 
for the space to remove us from reality and immerse us 
in a surrealist’s wildest dreams. She chose garments that 
complement the offbeat setting, making sure that the 
looks represented here would be fitting for the protag-
onist in your favorite cartoon. Sal cites the iconic Shirley 
Kurata, a Japanese-American celebrity stylist, as a major 
influence for both her creative work and this project. Ku-
rata began working with Whack in 2019 and has churned 
out a number of memorable magazine covers, red carpet 
moments, and intriguing stage looks for the musician. The 
only way to pay the proper respect to both Kurata and 
Whack’s work with these ensembles was to ensure an as-
tonishing experience. The model’s face, painted to match 
the blue sky behind her, borderlines on bizarre, a clear 
ode to Whack’s signature style. Sal’s friend and co-creator 
Don W. (@boyDonavin) was also named as an influence 
for this shoot, as her personal style reflects many of the 
aforementioned elements. - Don W. 
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LOVIN YOUR STEEZ, BABY
street style at Whack Factory by Morgan Durrah

WAZE: CULTURAL COIFFURE, 
ADORNMENT AND BEAUTY RITUAL

by Shani Crowe

Tahirah Hairiston

Henri Mitchelle Byrd

In our Whack World, artists who are 
Black women hold the highest esteem. 
With the creativity brought to hair and 
art by Shani Crowe and Karlie Thorn-
ton, we transcend our current form and 
originate an experimental way toward 
the future. - Nick Alder

ME, IN FULL
by Karlie Thornton

Shani Crowe
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LOVIN YOUR STEEZ, BABY
street style at Whack Factory by Morgan Durrah
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1 I See Faces in Everything  
 Fatima 
2 CLONES 
 Tierra Whack 
3 Guap (la la la)
 Rico Nasty 
4 Booty Bounce
 TT the Artist + UNIIQU3 
5 Come Meh Way
 Sudan Archives 
6 Binz
 Solange 

I chose these artists be-
cause they are incredible 
examples of fresh voices 
commanding their space 
in the music industry and 
bringing all of their quirks 
to the table. 

Get
Rae’s 
Mix 
Here 

7 Beemer
 BOSCO + Speakerfoxxx 
8 Sleeping with the Enemy
 Bbymutha 
9 Beef FloMix
 Flo Milli 
10 ATX Wave
 Professor-Wrecks 
11 Paid
 Sudan Archives 
12 Attitude
 Leikeli47

A WHACK MIX
by Rae Chardonnay



THE DISRUPTORS: FROSKATE PAVES 
THEIR OWN WAY 
photos by Xitlaly Laly Viveros

When you think of a skatepark, you’re likely to conjure 
images of slender, White teenage males with long hair 
kick ing, pushing, doing ollies and kickflips. froSkate, the 
women + trans, queer, gender non-conforming, POC cen-
tered Chicago-based crew, is disrupting the skate world 
and forcing the city to reimagine who is represented in 
the skate community. froSkate embodies a Whack World 
by creating space for those unseen and unheard, calling 
them forward to be their fullest, most colorful selves on 
their boards. 

Beyond defying stereotypes, froSkate offers community 
for its members. From their weekly Tuesday night skate 
meet-ups to movie nights, Friendsgiving, and workshops, 
the skate crew is as much about building connection and 
family as they are about taking over streets and skate-
parks. Making their own lane in skating, froSkate moves 
with the mantra “All Love. No Hate”, guidance that could 
make the world a more loving place. - Nick Alder
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After a smooth performance from Chicago’s own 
Valee, Philly’s Tierra Whack illuminated the Con-
cord Music Hall stage with a presence as vibrant 
as her ensemble. 
 
If Whack World were its own country, the Whack 
Flag would be black, white and neon green. Spin-
ning, statue-like legs and other obscure body parts 
on stage complemented Whack’s checkered neon 
fit, while 2D pop-out-like figurines tumbled off of 
her blazer, taking all those in their view into the fic-
tional Upside Down. 
 
Standing before protruding legs that pointed to 
the audience in seemingly every direction, Whack 
opened the night with #WhackHistoryMonth’s 
“Only Child.” After the crowd declared, “You ain’t 
never think about nobody but yourself!” the rapper 
invited the audience in through a call and response 
of uncanny sound effects and speedy introduc-
tions. 
 

The front end of the set relied heavily on the full-
length material from Whack’s February and March 
run of releases, like “Gloria” and “Clones.” After the 
crowd raced to recite Wasteland’s “Say I’m acting 
Chi, I’m from Illinois!”, fans were taken back on a 
journey through 2018’s Whack World. 
 
From front to back, Concord was filled with Chica-
goans, happy to welcome a piece of Philly to the 
Windy City. 
 
While audio can offer much on its own, the artist’s 
onstage presence added the benefit of expression: 
from frustration to jubilance, it’s hard to miss the 
rollercoaster of Whack’s speedy emotions as she 
executes every little detail of her one-minute tracks. 
Near the end of her set, the wordsmith found an-
other Tierra in the crowd. She invited her on stage, 
declaring the supporter is “pretty and chocolate” 
like her, because in the Whack Factory, everyone’s 
invited.  - Janaya Greene

WHACK FACTORY
photos by Ahad Subzwari and Rena Naltsas

IN THE LAB
costume design by Stina Randestad for Tierra Whack

photos by Adam Klingetag
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Day
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